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I. BACKGROUND 
 
 
The present Annual Narrative Progress Report covers the period from 1 January to 31 December 2012 and 

provides narrative, results-based and financial reporting of the progress made by projects that are funded 

through the United Nations Voluntary Trust Fund for Victims of Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 

Children (the “Trust Fund”) which was established in 2010, under the United Nations Global Plan of Action to 

Combat Trafficking in Persons2 (hereinafter the “Global Plan of Action”). The Fund was established in 2010 

and became operational in January 2011.  

 

The present report provides an update on the implementation of projects that were funded through the first 

grant-making cycle (2011-2014). The Trust Fund awarded small grants to non-governmental organizations 

(the “NGO(s)”), which provide critical services and support to victims and survivors of trafficking. The 

information on the progress and implementation of the projects, is derived from project progress reports and 

financial statements submitted to UNODC by these organizations.  

 

The report has been prepared by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in its capacity as 

fund manager of the Trust Fund.  

 
1.1 “Trafficking in Persons” the issue 
 

According to the United Nations, Human trafficking is defined as "the recruitment, transportation, transfer, 

harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of 

deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to 

achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall 

include, at the minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of other or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced 

labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.3 

 
Far more than the slaves transported out of Africa, during the transatlantic slave trade,4 Humans are being 

sold and re-sold—a lucrative commercial and economic enterprise which provides traffickers with profits of 

around US$ 32 billon per year (second only to drugs trade). An abhorrent practice which sees human beings 

commodified for sexual exploitation, forced labour, domestic servitude and the extraction of organs or tissues. 

Some victims of trafficking are physically imprisoned by locks, bars or guards—those with apparent freedom to 

leave are controlled by other means—physical, sexual and physiological violence are employed against them 

effectively. The complex mixture of abuse of vulnerability5, fear, intimidation and violence used by traffickers 

                                                 
2
 General Assembly resolution 64/293 

3
 As defined in article 3 (a) of the Trafficking in Persons Protocol, which provides the UN definition of trafficking in 

persons and describes in some detail the nature of the crime.  
4
 www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/dialogue/the-slave-route/transatlantic-slave-trade/ 

5
 See, for example definition of vulnerability, Abuse of a position of vulnerability and other “means” within the definition 

of trafficking in persons (United Nations Publication, Sales No. V.13-82591) p. 14. Available from 

www.unodc.org/unodc/human-trafficking/publications.html#Issue_Paper_Abuse 
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and those who hold victims against their will—systematically manage to immobilize the victims. The brutality 

and injustice associated with the exploitation of those who unfortunately have fallen into the hands of 

traffickers, with the sole purpose of exploitation for profit is immeasurable.  

 

One of the greatest tragedies is that nobody knows the true numbers, but even conservative estimates suggest 

that at least 2.5 million6 children, women, and men are lured or forced across international borders every year, 

and many more are trafficked within their home countries. Because of its clandestine nature it is very difficult 

to determine exact figures on the actual scope of trafficking in persons worldwide. On a basis of mainly open 

information, the International Labour Organisation (ILO) estimated that 20.9 million people are victims of 

forced labour globally. This estimate includes victims of trafficking in persons; however the number of victims 

of forced labour as a result of trafficking in persons remains unknown.7 

Women still constitute the majority of victims of trafficking victims globally, between 55 and 60 per cent of the 

total number of detected victims. 14-18 per cent of detected victims were men. Children8—girls and boys 

comprise and 8-10 percent respectively of the total number of detected victims. A worrying trend is that the 

trafficking of children appears to be increasing, with more detected cases of trafficked girls than of boys: two of 

every three trafficked children were girls.9 

The Trafficking Protocol’s “3P” paradigm of prevention, prosecution, and protection reflects a comprehensive 

victim-centered approach to ensuring that the rights of individuals are guaranteed. The fourth “P” 

partnership—a crucial pillar to the success of this ideal, and as envisaged in the establishment of the Trust 

Fund, calls Governments, civil society, the private sector, and the public at large to work together to assist 

victims of trafficking in persons. Nonetheless, the struggle to end, finally, this most abject form of exploitation 

remains of marginal concern worldwide. The voices of the unheard, because they are poor, marginalized, or are 

unable to advocate for themselves—remain mostly silenced. And for these reasons, amongst many others, the 

importance of global and international cooperation in the fight against trafficking in persons cannot be 

emphasized enough.  

 
1.2 Supporting Victims of Trafficking in Persons 
 

Victims of trafficking are often subject to multiple forms of discrimination and violence, including on the grounds of 

gender, age, disability, ethnicity, culture and religion, as well as national or social origin, these forms of discrimination 

may themselves fuel trafficking in persons. 

                                                 
6
 [reference]  

7
 UNODC Global Report on Trafficking in Persons (United Nations Publication, Sales No. E.13.V.1)  p. 9. Available 

from www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/glotip/Trafficking_in_Persons_2012_web.pdf 
8
 As defined in article 3 (d) of the Trafficking in Persons Protocol, the term “child” as used in this report means any 

person under the age of 18 years of age. 
9
 UNODC Global Report on Trafficking in Persons (United Nations Publication, Sales No. E.13.V.1)  p. 10. Available 

from www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/glotip/Trafficking_in_Persons_2012_web.pdf 
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The United Nations Voluntary Trust Fund for Victims of Trafficking, Especially Women and Children was 

created as an integral component of this global effort to address trafficking in persons. Primarily, established 

with a purpose to provide humanitarian, legal and financial aid to victims of trafficking of persons. The Trust 

Fund supports efforts around the world that ensure that women, men and children who have been exploited by 

human traffickers are identified, treated humanely as victims of a crime, and provided with the assistance, 

protection and support necessary for their physical, psychological and social recovery. The Trust Fund seeks to 

prevent trafficking in persons, and to reduce the vulnerability of victims to being re-victimized and re-

trafficked. 

 

Through an open and transparent competitive process, the Trust Fund awarded small grants to support the 

activities of non-governmental organizations (the “NGOs”) around the world, and in it first grants-making 

cycle launched in 2011 beneficiaries were awarded grants of up to US$ 25,000 per year for a maximum of 36 

months.  

 

1.3 Mandate and Terms of Reference of the Trust Fund 
 
Article 38 of the Global Plan of Action establishes a Trust Fund to provide humanitarian, legal and financial 

aid to victims of trafficking in persons through established channels of assistance, such as governmental, 

intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations. The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime was 

appointed to manage the fund, in accordance with the Financial Rules and Regulations of the United Nations10, 

and other relevant provisions, with the advice of a board of trustees composed of five persons with relevant 

experience in the field of trafficking in persons, appointed with due regard to equitable geographic 

distribution.11 

 

Terms of Reference (the “TOR”) is the other governing instrument for the Trust Fund. The current terms of 

reference were revised, and approved by the Office of the UN Controller on 25 January 2013.12 

 

1.4  Structure of the Report 
 
The report is broken down into four chapters. Chapter One provides an overview of the issue of trafficking in 

persons, and the global challenges in addressing the issue. This chapter also provides background information 

on the purpose and activities of the Trust Fund. Chapter Two provides a broad update on ongoing projects 

approved by the Board of the Trust Fund, and their status during the reporting period. Chapter Three 

highlights the valuable work performed by the NGOs across the globe, and showcases the progress of projects 

funded through first grant-making cycle of the Small Grants Facility—the implementation status of ongoing 

                                                 
10

 See, Financial Regulations and Rules of the United Nations, UN Doc. ST/SGB/2003/7. 
11

 See, United Nations Global Plan of Action to Combat Trafficking in Persons. UN Doc. A/RES/64/293 (12 august 2010), 

Art. 38. 
12

 [online link to TOR] 
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projects, as well as those project(s) that were operationally closed in 2012 and notes the achievements made by 

the organizations and the challenges encountered within this reporting period. Chapter Four, the final chapter, 

provides an overview of the financial performance of the Trust Fund, and provides a financial summary of  

income and expenditure.  

 

II. FIRST GRANT CYCLE 2011-2014 

 
The objectives and operations of the Trust Fund are underpinned by the GPA, which urges coordinated and 

consistent measures to combat trafficking in persons. As the Fund Manager, and the guardian of the United 

Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, and the Protocols thereto, in particular the 

Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (hereinafter 

the “Trafficking Protocol”), supplementing the United Nations Convention against Organized Crime, UNODC 

has clear mandates to support global efforts to assist victims of trafficking.13 

 

In accordance with the General Assembly resolution , A/RES/64/293 (paragraph 38 of its Annex), 

 ‘Establish the United Nations Voluntary Trust Fund for Victims of Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women 

and Children, to provide humanitarian, legal and financial aid to victims of trafficking in persons through 

established channels of assistance, such as governmental, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, 

which shall operate as a subsidiary fund of the United Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Fund 

managed by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, and shall be administered in accordance with the 

Financial Regulations and Rules of the United Nations and other relevant provisions, with the advice of a board of 

trustees composed of five person with relevant experience in the field of trafficking in persons who shall be appointed 

with due regard to equitable geographical distribution by the Secretary-General in consultation with Member States 

and the Executive Director of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime.’ 

 

In 2011, a small grants facility was established and became operational, underpinned by a set of carefully 

developed technical criteria reflecting the objectives and principles of the Trust Fund; the design of a fair, 

transparent and competitive selection process attracted over 250 applications from NGOs from all over the 

world. The first call for proposals was opened on 8 March 2011 and closed on 30 April 2011, and was open to 

all NGOs and consortiums or coalitions led by an eligible NGO to apply for small grants of up to US$ 25,000 

per year for up to 36 months.   

 

The two thematic priorities addressed in the first grant-making cycle were; (i) interregional and cross-border 

victim support initiatives and (ii) provision of effective remedies for victims of trafficking in persons.  

Following a initial thorough technical evaluation of submitted proposals by substantive experts, at its second 

meeting, on 18-20 July 2011, the Board selected 12 projects to receive small grants. The Board choose projects 

                                                 
13

 The Trafficking in Persons Protocol, at Art. 2. 

(a) To prevent and combat trafficking in persons, paying particular attention to women and children; 

(b) To protect and assist the victims of such trafficking, with full respect for their human rights; and 

(c) To promote cooperation among States Parties in order to meet those objectives 
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that were of a high quality, and in order to include proposals that reflected the numerous types of trafficking 

(forced labour, domestic servitude, etc.), projects that were especially novel, with a non-sex trafficking focus, 

were also selected.  

 

III.  EMPOWERING VICTIMS AND SURVIVORS 

 

“As this heinous crime flourishes, thousands of men, women and children are robbed of their safety, their freedom and 

their dignity. Human trafficking devastates families and tears communities apart. When the history of this horror calls, 

we cannot let this period be remembered as one in which the global community knew but did not act. 

  

The fund aims to help governments, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) provide these 

vulnerable people with protection and support for their physical, psychological and social recovery. After they have been 

exploited and abused, they should not be punished, too.” 

 

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon 

 
The following section provides an overview of the achievements of the projects funded through the Trust Fund. 

The information contained in this report has been taken from the narrative and financial reports submitted by 

the grant recipients.  

Each summary highlights the activities that have been implemented for the period 01 January to 31 December 

2012.  

 

AFRICA (sub-Saharan Africa) 

 
Overview of trafficking in persons patterns in sub-Saharan Africa14 
 
Trafficking in persons, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa is characterized by a significant presence of child 

victims. The reported exceptions are South Africa where adult women were more frequently trafficked for 

sexual exploitation, and Lesotho where adult men are trafficked for forced labour in the mining fields.15 

 

The patterns for exploitation reported in this region include for forced labour—and to a lesser extent,  sexual 

exploitation, the removal of organs and body parts. In the case of trafficking of children, many are also 

trafficked for the purpose of using them as armed combatants (more frequently reported in the Democratic 

republic of Congo and Chad), as well as engagement in petty criminal activities such as stealing and begging.16  

 

                                                 
14

 Information for the period 2007-2010 
15

 UNODC Global Report on Trafficking in Persons (United Nations Publication, Sales No. E.13.V.1)  pp. 74 - 75. 

Available from www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/glotip/Trafficking_in_Persons_2012_web.pdf 
16

 Ibid. pp. 76- 77 
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Trafficking patterns indicate that in sub-Saharan Africa victims are trafficked within the country of origin or 

within the subregion. Victims from West Africa account for a significant share of trafficking in Europe. East 

African victims account for an important share of victims in the Middle East, and Western and Central Asia.17 

 

1. African Centre for Advocacy and Human Development (Nigeria)18 

 

Title of the Project: Providing economic empowerment to victims of human trafficking in Nigeria  

Locations: Ore, Onde State, Nigeria 

Objective: The project aims to support former victims of trafficking in Ondo State to become economically 

self-sufficient and to become small business owners in the profession of their choosing. It is hoped that, by 

supporting the interests of the trafficking victims and cultivating particular skillsets with commercial viability, the 

project can aid these individuals to support themselves financially and to establish professional careers for 

themselves.  

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT 
19

 

The African Centre for Advocacy and Human Development (ACAHD) is a Nigerian-based organization that 

has been working on issues of human trafficking in Nigeria since 2002. ACAHD has also done work in the field 

of violence against women as well as promoting general human development and life skills training. The 

Centre has professional associations with anti-human trafficking organizations in Nigeria and abroad and with 

governmental organizations, and has received funding to perform various activities to combat human 

trafficking in the past. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  

Nigeria is a source, transit and destination country for women and children trafficked for labour and sexual 

exploitation, and trafficking also exists within Nigeria. Ondo State, where the project takes place, is one of the 

states in Nigeria with the highest rates of human trafficking victims. Victims of human trafficking who come 

from the Ore community of Ondo State often do not receive the support they need and this project will 

therefore target that specific community. Moreover, many Ore are extremely poor, with limited opportunities for 

employment. ACAHD has identified areas of employment where demand for employees exceeds what the 

market will supply and will provide training for those victims of human trafficking in professional and vocational 

skills and support them in establishing businesses in their profession of choice. 

 

                                                 
17

 Ibid. p. 79 
18

 See, for more information about ACAHD  
19

 See, for more information on African Centre for Advocacy and Human Development www.african-advocacygrp.org/ 
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STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 36 months 

b. Project Start Date November 2011 

c. End Date  November 2014 

2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 75,000 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 45,000 

3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. Key achievements within this reporting period 

Vocational Job Training 

In 2011, the organization had selected 25 beneficiaries, who were then formally assigned to skilled mentors 

and began training in skills ranging from handloom weaving of traditional fabrics, motorcycle repairs and 

tailoring. 

 

The individuals were placed in six to nine-month training. Upon successful completion (September/ October of 

2012), the individuals were registered with Local Trade Associations. 20 By November 2012, 20 individuals 

had acquired trade equipment and established businesses. Though impossible to systematically measure the 

psychological and emotional wellbeing of the individuals, the training has not only allowed the individuals to 

acquire skills which will enable them to sufficiently provide for themselves, and their families. ACAHD 

estimates that the 25 businesses have potential to serve the needs of around 200,000 members of the 

community. 

 

In order to enhance the efficiency of the project and its impact, ACAHD has partnered with Nigerian Centre for 

Rural Youths Development (NCFRY). NCFRY has assisted in the selection of potential candidates for the 

second phase, and evaluation of skilled mentors to conduct the training.  

 

Advocacy/Sensitization in Local Communities 

ADCHD was intent to secure strong local ownership of project and to obtain the commitment of local people 

towards achieving the project objectives. To achiever this, visits were conducted with traditional rulers, 

religious leaders, and the Executive Chairmen of Odigbo(Ore) and Okitipupa Local Government Authorities— 

in the Ore, Okitipupa, Igbotako, Ilutitun, Iju Odo and Omotosho communities. To enhance the outcomes, the 

organization has sought to partner with the local communities and local government officials. 

 

Moreover, to ensure that the project objectives met the specific needs of these communities, the organization 
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conducted a comprehensive needs assessment in the areas where the project was being implemented.  

3.4. Challenges  

ACAHD reviewed over 300 prospective applications from victims and survivors interested in taking part in the 

project’s introductory training. Twenty-five individuals were selected from Igbotako, Okitipupa and Ore 

communities to take part. At the time of reporting, the project was able to fully support 20 victims. 

 

There has been overwhelming requests for assistance, which ACAHD at the moment lacks resources to meets 

these needs. There is a need to accommodate more victims and vulnerable people over a longer period of 

time. ACAHD is building its capacity and excepts to be able to support a larger number of victims who wish to 

participate in the program. 

 

 

2. CRADLE — the Children Foundation (Kenya)
20

 

 

Title of the Project: Tumaini project for child victims of trafficking 

Locations: Nairobi 

Objective: To provide effective remedies for victims of human trafficking, including legal support, access to 

justice and compensation; and to provide direct humanitarian assistance and reintegration support to victims 

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT  

Founded by a group of lawyers dedicated to child and juvenile justice, the CRADLE—the Children Foundation 

is a Kenyan NGO that has been working in the area of child protection since 1998.The CRADLE operates a 

wide variety of programmes related to child protection, including raising awareness of children’s rights, the 

provision of legal aid to trafficked children, policy and legislative advocacy for legal frameworks relevant to 

child protection and research, monitoring and documentation. The CRADLE has worked previously with 

numerous governmental organizations, international organizations and other NGOs. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

There is a no comprehensive response system for victims of trafficking in Kenya. Child victims of human 

trafficking in particular lack adequate access to redress and compensation through the justice system and an 

ability to enforce their rights. The grant provided to the CRADLE will support its ongoing project of supporting 

child trafficking victims and raising awareness of the issue in Kenya.  

 

Specifically, the CRADLE has utilized the grant to continue its work of providing direct support for trafficked 

children through various means, including medical treatment, trauma counselling, support for reintegration and 

legal support. The comprehensive nature of the support the CRADLE will provide to these child victims of 

                                                 
20

 See, for more information about The CRADLE  
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trafficking will address their immediate needs, such as medical care and temporary shelter, as well as long-

term needs such as trauma counselling and legal redress. This multi-layer support will help prevent child 

victims of trafficking from being re-trafficked and will additionally help provide a solid foundation from which 

these child victims can begin to return to a normal life. Furthermore, the CRADLE will continue to advocate on 

behalf of child victims in an attempt to work towards creating stronger legislative protection for child victims 

and increasing their ability to access justice. 

 

STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 36 Months 

b. Project Start Date November 2011 

c. End Date  November 2014 

2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 75,000 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 45,000 

3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. KEY ACHIEVEMENTS 

Strengthening Legal Frameworks 

The enhance access to justice for victims of trafficking, the organization undertook two public interest 

litigation cases geared towards achieving  the following results: 

 

a) To challenge the delay or non-operationalization of the Counter Trafficking Act of 2010; and to  

b) To pressure the Kenyan government into establishing a mechanism to compensate victims of trafficking in 

persons for infringement of human rights. 

 

The CRADLE instituted a case in the Constitutional and Human Rights Division of the High Court of Kenya 

(HC Petition 302 of 2012) following action by the Government of Kenya through the Statute Law 

(Miscellaneous Amendments) Act 2012 passed in parliament that sought to amend section 1 (Short title and 

commencement) of the Counter Trafficking in Person’s Act 2010 (herein after referred to as the Act). The 

Counter Trafficking in Persons Act has not been operational for the last two years, despite it having been 

passed in Parliament and given presidential assent in 2010 and its subsequent publication despite the 

mandatory provisions of law. In such, the basis of the case is to question the continued delay and/or 

postponement ad infinitum to operationalize the Act. Particularly the rights guaranteed to victims of trafficking 

in persons under Article 30—against slavery, servitude and forced labour, and the special protection against 

abuse and exploitation of children under Article 53 of the Kenyan Constitution. This action prompted the 
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Ministry to gazette the CTIP Act, and is an  major achievement in the advancement of the normative and 

legislative framework on trafficking in persons in Kenya and has paved the way for future litigation on issues 

of trafficking. 

 

The NGO also utilized the funds to develop a law enforcement investigation and prosecution guide to counter 

trafficking in persons. The guide will reinforce the capacity of key actor in the criminal justice system in 

drafting charge sheets, understanding the normative framework on trafficking in persons, and collection and 

dissemination of criminal intelligence.   

 

The project has successfully completed an audit of the current legal framework on existing policies and 

legislation on victim support and completed preparations of a draft policy on victim support to be tabled for 

consideration during the scheduled meetings with the National Steering Committee on Counter Trafficking as 

well as the Parliamentary Caucus on Children. 

 

Overall, the activities have elicited great interest from the members of the National Steering Committee 

Meeting which is convened and Chaired by the Ministry of Gender, Children and Social Services. In so far as 

making strides towards improving criminal justice responses to trafficking in persons and addressing key 

national concerns and priorities as outlined in the National Plan of Action on Counter Trafficking (2012-2016).  

 

The public interest litigation case has sparked an increased awareness and interest in the public, that victims 

of trafficking obtain justice. The case(s) has also gained media attention, and was widely reported in National 

newspapers such as the Nation and the Star.  

 

Children’s Rights 

Finally, during this reporting period a total of 4 child trafficking victims were provided with legal support and 

assistance. The cases are listed below: 

 

- a 15 year old girl who was trafficked from a rural area to Nairobi for the purpose of child labour. The 

CRADLE secured committal orders in court for the child to be declared in need of care and protection 

and to gain legal custody pending tracing and reunification with her family; 

- 2 children who were trafficked to Kilifi County and subjected to child pornography. The children were 

coerced, removed from their home setting under false pretences and later forced to pose nude for 

pornographic photos. Fact findings were conducted in Malindi, Mombasa and Kilifi from 6th-8th May 

to establish the veracity of allegations and consult with the key government officials handling the 

matter . The CRADLE has so far facilitated the attendance of the 2 child victims in court to give their 

testimony and for cross examination; 

- a 13 year old boy who was trafficked from Kangema, Murang’a for the purpose of labour exploitation 

in Malindi. The CRADLE acquired committal orders for the child who was temporarily committed to 
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the Malindi Remand home. Assisted by a volunteer counsellor, the CRADLE successfully traced and 

repatriated the child to his parents.  

3.2 MAIN CHALLENGES  

No significant challenges have been experienced in the provision of direct support to victims of trafficking in 

persons. However, the temporary accommodation which can normally only offered for 2 weeks, does not 

adequately cover the period it takes to trace a child’s parents/guardians, which typically run for a few months. 

To enhance coordination efforts in the provision of direct support for child victims of trafficking, the CRADLE 

is seeking to formalize working arrangements with key service providers of shelter placements in Kenya. 

  

 

SOUTH AND EAST ASIA AND THE PACIFIC 

 

Forms of trafficking in this region include trafficking for sexual exploitation, domestic servitude, forced 

marriage, forced labour (especially in construction and fishing industry), debt bondage, imprisonment, 

violence and torture and child begging.21 The UNODC Threat Assessment of this region identifies that most 

trafficking victims who are not Thais, come from poorer countries in the region i.e. Cambodia, Lao PDR and 

Myanmar, migrating illegally.22 Sex tourism is an issue for Thailand, but the main problem driving trafficking 

of women and girls today is rooted in high domestic demand for commercial sex. Similar to Thailand, the 

clients of sex workers in Cambodia appear to be predominantly from the country itself, but there is evidence 

that Cambodia is developing a sex tourism industry of its own.23 During the period 2007-2010, children 

accounted for about 16 per cent of the trafficking victims detected in Europe and Central Asia.24  

 

3. Damnoek Toek- Poipet (Cambodia) 25
 

 

Title of the Project: Reception Centre Poipet: direct assistance for child victims of trafficking and children at 

high risk of being trafficked 

Locations: Palalelai village, Chankiry Point, Poipet commune, O’Chrov district, Banteay Meanchey Province, 

Cambodia 

Objective: To provide immediate assistance to deported/ repatriated and at-risk community children to 

meet their physiological and social needs until safe reintegration into their biological family or referral 

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT  

Damnok Toek Poipet is a Cambodian NGO that has been operating a reception centre in Poipet for trafficked 

and abused children since 2001. Its work focuses primarily on supporting abused and trafficked children in its 

                                                 
21

 See, more information Transnational Organized Crime in East Asia and the Pacific, A Threat Assessment pg. 16 
22

 Ibid pg. 17 
23

 Ibid pg. 18 
24

 Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 
25

 See, for more information about DTP  
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Reception Centre so as to prevent their re-trafficking and to provide vital support to those who cannot be 

reintegrated into their family. Damnok Toek is part of a larger network of NGOs, both local and international, 

that work on issues related to children and trafficking. Damnok Toek has also established close partnerships 

with government officials, including the police. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  

Human trafficking to Thailand is widespread, especially in Poipet. The main victims of trafficking are 

marginalized children, who often become street-beggars in Bangkok or end up in the sex trade. Thai 

authorities arrest and deport/repatriate illegal Cambodians through Poipet, where the children are often 

abandoned and left without social or economical support to sustain themselves.  

 

Damnok Toek Poipet has utilized the grant received from the Trust Fund to operate its Reception Centre in 

Poipet. The Centre focuses on providing vital services, including psychosocial, educational, medical and 

material assistance, to child victims of trafficking deported to or repatriated from Bangkok, and children at high 

risk of being trafficked. The Centre also facilitates the reintegration of trafficked children back into their families, 

where possible, through family tracing, assessment and follow-up. 

 

STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 36 Months 

b. Project Start Date November 2011 

c. End Date  November 2014 

2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 74,884 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 44,896  

3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. KEY ACHIEVEMENTS 

Food, Shelter, Psychosocial and Medical Care 

During the reporting period Damnoek Toek Poipet (DTP) has provided food, safe housing environment and 

clothing at the Reception Centre to around 100 deported and repatriated children. Children with disabilities 

are usually referred to Damnok Toek’s centre in Phnom Penh, which provides adapted services for this target 

group. During this reporting period 7 children (4 boys and 3 girls) have been referred to the Residential 

centre. Children at both the Centres have access to medical care, such as testing for HIV and treatment for 

gynaecological, dental and oral problems.  Some of the children required group and individual counselling to 

treat post-traumatic stress disorder brought on by emotional and physical trauma, which was provided by a 
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specialized partner organizations.  

 

Education and Extracurricular Activities 

All children in the Reception centre have access to education, and participated in 4-hour daily education 

classes/Non-Formal Education program (NFEP). Elder children were referred to the NFEP with other children 

from the community. The program follows the public school curriculum and aims to reintegrate the children 

into public schooling systems.  

 

Extracurricular activities included drawing, handicraft, traditional dancing  The children were also encouraged 

to participate in normal household activities such as cooking and cleaning. The drawing sessions in particular 

was used as a form of therapy. The NGO organized excursions to Mondulkiri— 

in February the children spent 3 (three) days and on 1st of June in celebration of the Children’s Rights day.  

 

Family Reintegration and Referral 

As a matter of priority, social workers seek to trace all the children’s families. When the families are found, 

the social workers conduct several assessment visits to determine if the situation is stable enough for the 

child to be reintegrated with the family. During this reporting period the NGO has successfully reunited 11 

children (4 boys, 7 girls) with their families.  

 

Awareness Raising 

To reduce the number of cases of children who fall victim to traffickers and or voluntarily migrate illegally, the 

NGO carries out awareness-raising campaigns in the community. Topics covered include child rights, 

trafficking/unsafe migration, hygiene, drug abuse, etc.  

 

Strategic Partnerships 

To enhance the efficiency of the project and its impact Damnoek Toek partners with the Poipet Transit Centre 

(PTC)—which has the expertise in referring children whose families cannot be traced or face severe 

economic hardship. The NGOs also collaborates with DTP social workers, public authorities and other NGOs 

to identify children at-risk of being trafficked. DTP has also participated in joint outreach sessions with 

Friends International Thailand that has an office on the Thai side of the border. In late 2011, DTP started a 

Child Safe Network in Poipet, which aims to train key members of the community – tuk tuk drivers, cart 

pullers working at the border, shop/kiok sellers, etc to identify and report cases of abuse. 

3.4. MAIN CHALLENGES  

Some difficulties still remain, although these have not affected the activities carried out nor the impact of the 

project: 

1. Planning: It is difficult to plan in advance the number of children that will be referred from the Thai 

authorities to the PTC, thus it affects the planning of the project’s activities. Damnok Toek is enhancing the 

collaboration with Friends International in Thailand in order to facilitate the planning and improve the 
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repatriation and referral process. 

2. Family Tracing and Reintegration: The Reception Centre remains essential in the short to mid-term 

recovery process for former trafficked and abused children. These children are often very young and cannot 

remember their homeland or parents name, which makes tracing their families very challenging. 

 

 

4. Shakti Samuha (Nepal)26
 

 

Title of the Project: Capacity-building, advocacy and support for survivors of trafficking 

Locations: Ten districts of Nepal: Bara, Bardiya, Jhapa, Kailali, Kathmandu, Makawanpur, Nuwakot, 

Pokhara, Rautahat and Sindhupalchowk 

Objective: Protection of survivors of trafficking 

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT  

Nepali society and the families of victims tend to blame trafficking victims for being trafficked. The stigma and 

shame survivors often feel, combined with inadequate state capacity to provide services means that many 

Nepali women victims of trafficking in persons do not receive the critical support required to rebuild their lives. 

The victims are often not accepted back into society, finding it difficult to reintegrate. This project provides a 

comprehensive set of services tailored to address the needs of trafficking survivors, to help them rebuild their 

lives and begin anew. Support includes the provision of professional training and relevant vocational skills as 

well as education; provision of accommodation in a safe and secure shelter with access to psychosocial, 

medical and legal support; emergency care as is necessary; interaction with the families of survivors to 

encourage acceptance; and general advocacy work. 

 

In 1996, 500 girls and women were rescued from brothels in India. Among the survivors were 148 Nepalese 

girls and women. The Nepalese government at the time was reluctant to return the women and girls to Nepal, 

claiming they would bring HIV into the country. In the absence of Government support, several NGOs took the 

lead in returning and rehabilitating these women and girls. After several months in rehabilitation, a group of 

these women decided to set up Shakti Samuha. This is the first organization in Nepal to be established and 

run by survivors of trafficking.
 27

   

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

 Since 1996, Shakti Samuha is providing services for women, men, children. The organization is 

predominately active Kathmandu, Bardiya, Banke, Kailali, Jhapa, Makawanpur, Rautahat, Sindhupalchowk 

and Nuwakot. Primarily, the objective of the project is to help provide victims of human trafficking the 

necessary care and support that they require in order to reintegrate back into society and live independent, 

                                                 
26

 See, for more information about Shakti Samuha www.shaktisamuha.org.np/index.php 
27

 See, Shatki Samuha Background information online here: www.shaktisamuha.org.np/index.php?page=shakti&id=1 
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healthy and trafficking-free lives. The services will be comprehensive, but tailored to individual trafficking 

survivor needs—ranging from shelter, education, income generation and legal support to working with victims’ 

families. It is this beginning-to-end care that will support victims in getting their lives back on track. 

 

STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 36 Months 

b. Project Start Date February 2012 

c. End Date  February 2015 

2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 75,000 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 45,000 

3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. Activities carried out in the reporting period 

In total around 525 survivors were assisted during this reporting period. Shakti Samuha offered specialized 

training(s), capacity building training(s), vocational skills training(s), counselling support, provision of 

education and legal support. 

  

Vocational/Income Generation Activities 

During this reporting period the NGO held meetings in the 10 districts of Kathmandu, Bardiya, Banke, Kailali, 

Jhapa,  Makawanpur, Rautahat, Sindhupalchowk and Nuwakot The meetings focused on provision of skills 

development training (computer and IT skills, journalism and reporting, vocational/income generation 

activities  i.e. rearing of livestock, hotel management, sewing and tailoring. 

  

Advocacy and Awareness Raising 

In partnership with the office of the Nepal, the community Police and border officials:  

� 156 individuals participated in information sessions about safe migration and overseas employment,  

citizenship and human rights; 

� 48 survivors were taught about sexual and female reproductive health; 

� Medical emergency support was given to 32 survivor in Shakti Samuha’s hostel; 

� Six-month counselling training was provided to a survivor of trafficking; 

� 76 psychosocial counselling sessions were held for women and girls;   

� 11 survivors of trafficking were provided with legal support.  

 

Legal Support 
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Victims are normally deterred or fearful from participating in legal proceedings—anticipating harm, threat or 

intimidation by the traffickers and those associated with them. Therefore, the role of providing legal 

assistance is a particularly significant one.  

 

Shakti Samuha assisted 6 girls
28

 to register a case in the district court, and provided them with support to 

give witness statements against traffickers. The accused trafficked the victims, aged between 14-17 at the 

time of the crime, to India in 2008 and 2009 and sold them for commercial sex. In an unprecedented case, 

the Sidhupalchowk District Court sentenced Bajir Singh Tamang of Shikharpur village to 170 years in jail after 

convicting him of selling the 6 girls to Indian brothels. This was the severest jail term ever served to someone 

in country's judicial history. 

 

The court also jailed two of his accomplices for 16 and 12 and a half years respectively.  

 

Vocational/Skills  Training 

As a means to ensuring the sustainable social reintegration of victims in society, it is critical that survivors are 

provided with the skills to increase their independence and self-sufficiency. Shakti Samuha offers vocational 

training courses on hands-on training in sewing & tailoring, beauty therapies, furniture design—traditional 

Nepalese tables (muda). During this reporting period, those who completed the training were awarded 

certification for completion, and most have embarked on establishing micro-businesses. 

3.4. Major obstacles encountered when implementing the project  

Shakti Samuha reports that it is a challenge to find suitable job placements and/or apprenticeship 

programmes for those who successfully completed training.  

 

In addition, the local needs for services provided by Shakti Samuha far outweighs the organization’s capacity. 

The local community have expectations that the organization is not able to meet. Shatki Samuha is finding 

solutions to meet these expectations, and has started to liase with other organizations to provide support in 

the provision of education, employment opportunities and capacity building.  

 

 

EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA 
 

Based on information gathered from thirty-two countries in this region, adult women were the most frequently 

detected victims of trafficking in persons, accounting for about 60 - 80 per cent of the total victims detected. 

Adult men account are the second most frequently detected group of victims. 29 Despite having the lowest 

                                                 
28

 The girls are currently residing in the hostel of Shakti Samuha and the NGO is facilitating the reinsertion of the girls 

into the education system. 
29

 UNODC Global Report on Trafficking in Persons (United Nations Publication, Sales No. E.13.V.1)  pp. 53-54. 

Available from www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/glotip/Trafficking_in_Persons_2012_web.pdf 
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number of children trafficked compared to the rest of the world, the number has increased somewhat in 

Europe and Central Asia in the past few years.30 

 

Compared to other regions, Europe and Central Asia reported more case of trafficking in persons for sexual 

exploitation.31 Victims are also trafficked for forced labour, domestic servitude, and to a lesser degree removal 

of organs. Similar to other regions, children are trafficked for begging and for the purpose of committing petty 

crimes. 

 

Western and Central Europe is primarily a destination of trafficking in persons, with reported trafficking flows 

originating in more than 110 origin countries in all regions of the world— this includes origin areas within the 

sub region, as well as domestic trafficking.32  

 

5. Different and Equal (Albania)33
 

 

Title of the Project: Providing sustainable reintegration assistance for Albanian victims of trafficking 

Locations: Nationwide geographical coverage in all Albania 

Objective: To provide quality services for reintegration of Albanian victims of trafficking; to contribute 

to the implementation of national policies to fight trafficking in human beings and of the national referral 

mechanism; and to strengthen cooperation with counter-trafficking stakeholders. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT  

Different and Equal (D&E) is an Albanian non-profit organization with nearly 10 years of grass-roots 

experience in combating trafficking. D&E’s core area of anti-trafficking work is in reintegration assistance for 

victims of human trafficking, including the children of victims, as well as providing residential and community 

services. D&E is a member of several national and international coordination structures and has partnered 

with several international organizations, NGOs and Governments. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  

Albania continues to be plagued by the problem of human trafficking and is a source country for men, women 

and children trafficked for purposes of sexual exploitation and forced labour. In terms of the provision of 

reintegration assistance, the sustainability of reintegration support is extremely important and dependent upon 

adequate reintegration mechanisms for victims of trafficking. The project will support comprehensive 

reintegration services for victims of human trafficking from the early stages when victims are newly free 

through to their full reintegration back into the community. 

 

                                                 
30

 Ibid. p. 54 
31

 Ibid. p. 56 
32

 Ibid. p. 57 
33

 See, for more information about Different and Equal www.differentandequal.org/english/ 
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STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 36 Months 

b. Project Start Date February 2012 

c. End Date  February 2015 

2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 75,000 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 45,000 

3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. Activities carried out in the reporting period 

D&E provides victims of trafficking with support through a pre-defined three phase program:  

a. Crisis intervention 

b. Transitional phase  

c. Reintegration/social inclusion providing reintegration services for the beneficiaries lead up them to their 

empowerment and reintegration in society. 

 

Once a victim of trafficking is identified, D&E takes measures to provide appropriate assistance based on the 

needs of the victims at that stage of recovery they have reached. Victims are provided with safe 

shelter/accommodation, medical care, psychological assistance, legal assistance, education and/or vocational 

skills training, preparation for job placements and/or apprenticeship programmes, education, family mediation 

and help with rehabilitation and reintegration into local communities. D&E also works with victim's families and 

dependents i.e. children of victims.  

 

During this reporting period D& E assisted a total of 75 beneficiaries (new and ongoing cases— 

women, girls and males) and 28 children of victims.  

 

Phase 1: Crisis intervention and direct material assistance 

 

During this reporting period D & E supported 42 adults and 17 children. A multidisciplinary team evaluated 

each case, and developed individual reintegration plan. Intervention included the following: 

 

Mental and physical health assistance  

D&E doctors and nurses provided immediate medial care, and treated dental, eye and gastrointestinal 

ailments. In view that the victims might have been exposed to practices that exposed them to the risk of STDs 

and HIV, testing and treatment was offered. A total of 13 individuals were diagnosed with mental disorders 
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ranging from depression to schizophrenia. 

 

Medical staff organized group discussions on health issues  including STDs, hepatitis B and C, post partum 

depression, pregnancy and abortion, how to take care of a newborn child and infant nutrition.   

 

Psychological assistance 

A total of 3246 individual and groups counselling sessions were conducted. The sessions focused on 

alleviating post-traumatic stress disorder as a result of the abuse, increasing self-esteem and self confidence 

to help restore personal dignity and self-respect, and setting goals short and long term goals to help the victims 

regain control of their lives. Art Therapy techniques used in the sessions, played a major role in helping the 

beneficiaries gain emotional relief from the trauma. 

 

Access to information and reintegration 

D&E supported the beneficiaries for instance; to apply for financial assistance from the government, obtain 

identification cards, enrol in schools and secure employment/apprenticeship or open a business.  

 

Mediation with the families and helping building social support 

During the reporting period D& E supported the recovery and reintegration of 12 new beneficiaries within 

communities and with their families. To ensure that the reunification is a success; preparatory visits, 

counselling and follow-up visits are made to assure that factors leading to repeated trafficking are minimised. 

  

Support and Legal Assistance 

D&E has collaborated with the Centre for Legal Civic Initiative which helped to conduct legal assessment of the 

new cases. Victims were also supported in their efforts to testify against traffickers and through the various 

legal processes to obtain access to justice. 

 

Education, training and employment 

During the reporting period 21 beneficiaries of D&E courses in hairdressing, cookery, language(s), babysitting 

and computer skills. When the courses were completed, D&E provided support to help the beneficiaries secure 

employment or apprenticeship commensurate to their abilities, skills and education level. 

 

Phase 2: Transition phase including semi-independent living   

 

Financial support and long term accommodation 

During this reporting period 30 beneficiaries were empowered to begin living independently.  

 

Employment programs aiming to create jobs 

During the reporting period 5 beneficiaries were assisted to establish the micro businesses listed below: 
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� a pie shop in Tirana 

� a shop selling food stuff and stationery 

� a shop to sell second hand clothes 

� a tailoring shop in a small city of Albania (Lushnje), and  

� a hairdressing salon. 

 

Phase 3:  Re/integration and social inclusion  

 

D&E case managers provided ongoing support for the cases that had entered second and third phase of 

reintegration program. Once fully reintegrated into society, D&E will continue to monitor the beneficiaries’ 

progress for a minimum of 5 years.  

 

To achieve its objective to support victims of trafficking, D&E has established working partnerships with 

organizations including the Centre for Legal Civic Initiative that provides free legal assistance for all the 

beneficiaries supported by D&E and the Regional Employment Office which offers vocational training for free 

or at a very low cost.  

 

3.4. Major obstacles encountered when implementing the project  

Employment continues to be a big challenge for victims of trafficking in Albania. There are difficulties to find 

safe job placements for the beneficiaries and with social insurance (especially for the beneficiaries with 

children). Victims of trafficking face problems not only with finding a job, but they are usually faced with the 

lack of reasonable income to earn them living. D&E staff is exploring new opportunities to facilitate the 

employment process like increasing the collaboration with Regional Employment Office; with different private 

businesses working all over Albania, as well as with partners NGOs who work in the same field etc.  

 

Lack of long term accommodation options for minors victims of trafficking. Recently D&E is in the process to 

establish a collaboration agreement with an association who is implementing a program to find foster care 

families for minors (victims of trafficking or in risk of being trafficked). There is also a lack of accommodation 

options for victims with mental health problems.  

 

 

6. Hors la Rue (France)
34

 

 

Title of the Project: Separating and safeguarding young victims 

Locations: France 

Objective: To continue to support Hors la Rue’s ongoing project, which responds directly to the needs 

                                                 
34

 See, for more information about Hors la Rue 
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of child trafficking victims in Paris. The project aims to support the Government of France in better identifying 

children who have been trafficked. It also aims to support the needs of child victims, providing reintegration 

care and support, including psychosocial care, medical care and education, to enable children to return to 

society. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT  

Hors la Rue has been working with child victims of human trafficking for the past eight years, specifically to 

support at-risk migrant children in Paris and surrounding areas. The mission of the organization is to facilitate 

the transition of these children to general well-being. Hors la Rue has experience working with Governments in 

Europe and has built strong working relationships with government partners in Bosnia and Herzegovina and 

Romania. The organization is a member of national and international networks of NGOs working together to 

fight human trafficking. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  

French law treats youth victims of trafficking differently from adult victims of trafficking; they are often treated 

as delinquent children and not as the victims of trafficking. Moreover, the emergency housing structures where 

such children would normally be sent are known to have criminals operating in them and the shelters do not 

provide any reintegration or other types of care (psychosocial, medical, etc.) that these children require. This 

project seeks to address these multiple weaknesses by: (a) helping government actors to better identify child 

victims of trafficking through training and capacity-building; (b) providing these children with specialized and 

individualized care and support; and (c) helping children find suitable and appropriate housing. 

 

Hors la Rue is specialized in identifying isolated and unaccompanied foreign minors who are outside of the 

common institutional child protection system, and therefore at risk of being exploited. The activities run by 

Hors la Rue are designed to enable these young people to access the protection they are entitled under the 

Convention on the Rights of the Child ratified by France in 1990.  

 

STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 36 Months 

b. Project Start Date 08 May 2012 

c. End Date  08 May 2015 

2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 75,000 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 25,000 
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3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. Activities carried out in the reporting period 

Historically, the organization focuses on assisting young people from Eastern Europe and/or the Roma 

community, living in and around Paris. Hors la Rue works mainly with minors aged 9-17 years—the median 

age of the young people is 14 years. During the second quarter of 2012 the organization noticed that 

increasingly younger children are being identified as vulnerable. During this reporting period Hors la Rue 

worked with around sixty young people, and conducted the following activities: 

 

Day Care Centre 

Many of the youth who come to the to the centre have experienced some level of abuse and/exploitation, and 

are often struggling with serious emotional issues. The centre provides a safe, stable and consistent 

environment of care for these youth. It operates from 10am to 17hrs, Monday to Thursday, and welcomes on 

average 16 youth per day—aged between 10-18 years. The centre functions as a space for educators to 

meet the young people and help them to resolves problems, help them get back in touch with their families. 

The centre offers basic facilities including nutritious  meals, a place to shower and wash clothing. 

 

Emergency Housing 

Trafficked youth or youth at risk of being trafficked require safe and secure accommodation. This serves to 

remove the child from danger and further exploitation. Hors la Rue works with relevant government and/or 

childcare agencies to provide at risk youth with safe shelter. 

 

Education 

In this regard, the teams main focus has been to improve the young people’s understanding of exploitation—

recruitment by crime gangs.  A majority of the minors lacked education, which exacerbated vulnerability to 

exploitation. Seeking to fully integrate them into the French schooling system, Hors La Rue also offers 

French language lessons. 

 

Hors la Rue designed specific tools to aid the organization to understand the various stages of exploitation, 

which would guide the organization to provide assistance that was comprehensive and adapted to address 

the specific needs of the young people.  

 

Psychological assistance 

A psychologist regularly assesses the psychological state of the young people when living on the streets and 

whilst at the day care centre. The information gathered through the interviews has been critical in creating a 

realistic profile of the young people, and has helped to understand the factors that lead to homelessness and 

exploitation.  

 

Health and Medical Care 
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Children who live and work on the streets are vulnerable to violence, abuse and exploitation. The day centre 

therefore offers weekly sessions to educate on health issues and the risks associated with  substance abuse. 

Hors la Rue partnered with Médecins du Monde— a doctor was available once a week to address medical 

issues.  

 

Legal Support/Services 

Hors La Rue’s teams work with the young people who have committed acts of delinquency, and are in the 

justice system services. Hors la Rue supports the Paris Police Commission, Minor Public Prosecutor 

Department, and judiciary youth protection services.  

 

Professional Training for Authorities and Social Services 

Hors La Rue organized two training sessions during this reporting period; one targeted for the Educative Unit 

of the Bobigny Courthouse staff (Department of Seine Saint Denis, 93) and the other held at the Paris 

Courthouse targeted the juvenile delinquents who are victims of trafficking. 

 

Coordination for sharing information 

To ensure the assistance provided by Hors la Rue is comprehensive, the organization works with key 

institutions including: the Department of Justice, the Police Commission, the Children Social Services, the 

Minors’ Protection Squad, the Minors’ Public Prosecutor, the Parisian Police Stations, and various educations 

institutions. 

3.4. Major obstacles encountered when implementing the project  

The organization has faced the following obstacles: 

� Some exploited youth are at times treated as youth offenders by the police and judicial authorities. In 

the effort to improve coordination amongst multiple actors (Police, Justice, Child Protection), Hors la 

Rue has developed a multi-agency approach to intervention and protection of the youth;  

� Authorities sometimes lack adequate training and sensitization, about how to protect and assist at 

risk and vulnerable foreign youth who are at risk of exploitation and abuse; 

� Due to the high number of youth seeking assistance, the NGO has apportioned less resources to 

other activities such as training.  

 

 

7. La Strada (Czech Republic)35
 

 

Title of the Project: The Tree Workers Case—Strategic Litigation 

Locations: Czech Republic 

                                                 
35

 See, for more information about La Strada Czech www.strada.cz/en/ 
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Objective: To pave the pathway to justice and to effective remedies for trafficked and exploited persons 

through strategic litigation 

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT  

La Strada is an international anti-human trafficking organization with offices in nine different countries. La 

Strada Czech Republic has been working in the Czech Republic since 1998.The services it provides include 

social assistance to trafficking victims, work in preventing human trafficking, and education, information and 

advocacy campaigns. La Strada Czech Republic works closely with its government counterparts, receiving 

funding from governmental ministries and engaging in joint projects. La Strada Czech Republic also works 

with institutions such as the European Commission, as well as other United Nations institutions and NGOs. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  

This project focuses on providing legal support to victims of human trafficking in the Tree Workers Case. The 

Tree Workers Case of 2009-2010 revolved around several Czech companies that were subcontractors for one 

of the largest forestry companies in the Czech Republic. To obtain the necessary workforce, workers were 

trafficked into the country then forced to work seven days a week for around 10-12 hours per day. Most of the 

workers were unpaid and were threatened with violence if they stopped working or attempted to report their 

illegal conditions to the police. Based on this information, two lawyers with La Strada Czech Republic began to 

collect powers of attorney from the migrants so that they could file a lawsuit against the companies involved. 

Thus far, over 100 powers of attorney have been collected and 53 complaints filed. The grant given to La 

Strada Czech Republic will support its legal efforts to obtain justice for these trafficking victims through the 

legal system. 

 

STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 36 Months 

b. Project Start Date November 2011 

c. End Date  November 2014 

2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 75,000 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 45,000 

3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. Activities carried out in the reporting period 

Awareness raising-Campaign 

Throughout 2012 La Strada continued to work with Daniela Agostini, the director of the documentary “The 
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Tree Workers Case – Mr. Long´s Journey”. The pre-premiere of the movie took place in the first week of 

September 2012 in Prague. As a result of this, Maria Grazia Giammarinaro – the OSCE Special 

Representative and Co-ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings met with La Strada in 

November 2012 to discuss the Tree Workers Case. 

 

With the support of the US Embassy, the premiere of the movie was held on 21
st
 September at the American 

Centre in Prague. The screening was followed by a panel debate led by Irena Ferčíková Konečná (La Strada 

Czech), the movie director Daniela Agostini, Astrid Ganterer (an independent expert with experience with 

managing the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights's anti-trafficking programme), Matouš Jíra 

representing the aggrieved persons and Klára Skřivánková from Antislavery International. Representatives of 

Law-enforcement institutions mentioned in the movie were invited to attend the screening and to join the 

panel discussions.  

 

The film was also screened during the International Film Festival on Human Trafficking (Oct. 16th-18th, 

Warsaw) organized by La Strada Poland. 

 

Assistance with seeking Compensation 

At the time of reporting period, 87 complaints were lodged for victims (from third countries) and criminal 

proceedings were expected to begin. La Strada intends to establish a regional special investigation team to 

look into the cases once filed in court. The NGO intends to engage with the Deputy Minister of Interior, the 

Chief of Police and the Supreme State Prosecutor's Office. 

 

In December 2012, the legal department La Strada completed analysis of "The Prosecution of Illegal 

Employment and the Rights of the Exploited Workers under the Sanction Directive." The proposed measures, 

drawn from the Tree Workers Case, propose criminal-law and administrative-law procedures should be taken 

to penalize employers exploiting workers from third countries. 

 

Within the process of evaluation La Strada held a focus group meeting in October 19th. Participants (social 

and legal team of La Strada, LS expert for methodology and analyses, representatives of cooperating NGOs 

“Diakonie” and “Charita”) reviewed up-to-now cooperation and mainly redistributed tasks regarding an 

emerging text on strategic litigation. The text will be published on La Strada web pages and shall be further 

used as a source of information for purposes of the case and other occasions. 

3.4. Major obstacles encountered when implementing the project  

As reported in 2011, because cases of investigation have been repeatedly moved between different police 

venues and jurisdictions, this has limited the ability of the proxy-holders to advocate for the rights of the 

aggrieved persons. However, as this particular obstacle had been anticipated, La Strada has devised 

methods to legally file complaints. 
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The major—and expected—risk of this project is that La Strada Czech Republic is dealing with a 

very sensitive issue while providing direct assistance to trafficked and exploited persons. To avoid 

major safety risks for contacted workers as well as for staff, the organization is using other NGOs/ 

platforms to run its campaigns.  

 

 

8. Institute for Democracy (Republic of Moldova)
36

 

 

Title of the Project: Legal assistance to human trafficking victims 

Locations: Republic of Moldova 

Objective: To provide legal assistance for trafficking victims 

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT  

The Institute for Democracy is an NGO established in 2007 and based in the Republic of Moldova. Its work 

focuses on supporting democratic processes in the country, including promoting the principles of an open 

society, protecting human rights and fighting human trafficking and violence. The Institute has implemented 

several anti-trafficking projects and has experience in the field, including in projects funded by Norway, the 

United Nations Development Programme and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  

The Republic of Moldova is high on the list of countries of origin for human trafficking. Traffickers capitalize on 

weak law enforcement and poor international cooperation. Often, it is not clearly understood that some 

individuals are victims of human trafficking and not voluntary sex workers. Victims may be interrogated like 

criminals or forced to identify their traffickers and police have held beneficiaries, including minors, without their 

legal representatives or social workers on a number of occasions. Strong legal representation of trafficking 

victims, as well as increased awareness that they are in fact victims, is therefore necessary.  

 

This project seeks to increase access to legal assistance for victims of human trafficking by establishing the 

Centre for Legal Assistance and the development of a hotline.  

 

STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 36 Months 

b. Project Start Date February 2012 

c. End Date  February 2015 
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2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 74,940 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 49,960 

3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. Activities carried out in the reporting period 

Legal Support 

In 2011, within the framework of this project the Institute for Democracy established the Centre for Legal 

Assistance in Comrat (Gagauzia). During this reporting period the Centre continued to provide legal support 

to victims of trafficking in persons. The Institute for Democracy assisted and counselled around 400 people, 

including people based in Turkey, Italy, Russia, Spain, and the neighbouring region. The Centre also 

provided legal support such as assisting victims in writing letters of complaint to the police, giving victims 

legal advice and advocating on their behalf.  

 

The free hotline which was opened in 2011, has provided legal advise to victims not willing to disclose they 

are victims— in many cases due to fear of retribution/reprisals from trafficking offenders or the stigma 

attached to victimisation. Within this reporting period the NGO received around 300 calls.  

 

The local community have openly and anonymously expressed gratitude, and have noted the Centre has 

played a significant role in preventing trafficking incidents from happening as well as protecting and assisting 

victims. One of the beneficiaries wrote, “With your help, we were able to help our granddaughter get back; 

she is at home, with our family now. Our nightmare is over”. 

 

Awareness-raising campaign 

The Institute has continued to operate an awareness-raising campaign in the Moldavian press and on radio 

and television. This has served to inform potential victims and their relatives about the activities and location 

of the Centre. Moreover in an effort to fight trafficking, the campaign been very active in the local 

communities—its consequences and recruitment methods of fighting the TIP 

 

In 2012, the Center of Legal Assistance published "Human Trafficking: Moldavian and International 

Legislation". Over 3000 copies of the publication were disseminated widely in libraries around Moldova, 

among anti-trafficking NGOs, in police departments and at the Center.  

 

As a result of these activities, and to effectively meet the objectives of this project the Centre has established 

working relationship with relevant stakeholders (Regional Police Commissariats, the Institute of Women’s 

Rights, the Center for the Protection and Promotion of the Young Women's Rights, National Institute for 

Women of Moldova "Equality", the Institute for Civil Initiatives and Information Development, the Government 

of Gagauzia, the Comrat Mayor's Office, the Department of Internal Affairs of Gagauzia, Comrat police 
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commissariat, and the public prosecutor's office of Gagauzia.  

3.4. Major obstacles encountered when implementing the project  

There were no obstacles to implementing the project. The NGO was fully supported by the Government of 

Gagauzia, the mayor of Comrat, and the Department of Internal Affairs of Gagauzia. The head of the Gagauz 

Autonomy, appointed an official to support the organization in implementing the project. The only obstacle 

was the need for greater awareness of the Center of Legal Assistance to trafficking victims among the 

dwellers of Gagauzia. Providing psychological support together with legal assistance would also be 

appropriate. This would make the project more efficient. In 2012, we won a grant from UN Voluntary Fund on 

Contemporary Forms of Slavery, and in 2013, we opened the Center of Psychological Assistance to 

trafficking victims. 

 

Most dwellers of Gagauzia are still unaware of "trade in people" or "human trafficking". The Institute for 

Democracy, is striving to raise awareness about these issues, and  also explaining what people should do to 

minimise falling victim to traffickers. 

 

 

MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA 

 

According to the Global Report on Trafficking in Persons, adult trafficking was more prevalent than 

child trafficking. This region reported an overall higher share of victims trafficked for forced labour 

compared with other regions.37  

 

9. Hotline for Migrant Workers (Israel)38
 

 

Title of the Project: Combating trafficking in persons 

Locations: Israel 

Objective: To provide legal aid to victims of human trafficking, with the overarching aim to provide 

trafficking victims with a secure status in Israel. Provision of assistance is through assistance to secure 

release from detention, access to shelters, rehabilitation and health care, as well as the provision of work visas 

and residence permits. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT  

The Hotline for Migrant Workers (HMW) began operation in 1999 and is based in Tel Aviv. The Hotline works 

generally in the area of trafficking, including providing support to victims, such as legal support, as well as 

publishing research about trafficking in Israel. HMW has received numerous awards for its work, including 
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from the Sderot Conference for Society and the Association for Civil Rights in Israel; the head of its Trafficking 

Department was named “Woman Lawyer of the Year” in 2007 by the Israeli Bar Association; and the National 

Decoration for Combating Trafficking in Persons was awarded by the Government of Israel in 2009.The 

Hotline has developed strong working partnerships with NGOs, international Governments and other 

organizations. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  

Two of the largest problems facing trafficking victims in Israel are the lack of identification of trafficking victims 

and the lack of provision by the Foreign Ministry of services such as rehabilitation for trafficking victims, 

humanitarian aid and assistance with visas and residence permits. Trafficking victims therefore languish in 

Israel, unable to obtain the assistance they are legally entitled to. This project seeks to support victims of 

human trafficking in the following ways: firstly, it works towards identifying victims of human trafficking and 

helping them to obtain the services they are legally entitled to from the Government. Secondly, the project 

helps identified trafficking victims to obtain work visas and residence permits so that they may continue to 

reside in Israel, should they desire. Thirdly, HMW raises awareness about these issues and encourages 

support for victims of human trafficking. 

 

STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 39 Months 

b. Project Start Date November 2011 

c. End Date  November 2014 

2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 75,000 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 45,000 

3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. Activities carried out in the reporting period 

In 2012, the HMW assisted 52 survivors of trafficking (28 men, 24 women). Of these, 36 were new cases that 

the HMW first encountered in 2012. Clients originate from 16 different countries, with the largest proportion 

from Eritrea. Victims of sex trafficking originated from Moldova, Ukraine, Russia and China. Labour 

trafficking/slavery victims hailed from Nepal, Sri Lanka, India, the Philippines, Ivory Coast, Guinea Conkary 

and Eritrea. Sinai torture victims were from Eritrea, Niger, Ethiopia, Guinea and Rwanda. More than half of 

the clients had undergone abuse, exploitation, forced work or rape in the Sinai smuggler camps. 31% were 

identified as survivors of labour trafficking, while 17% were victims of sex trafficking. 
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In the framework of this project HMW cooperates closely with several NGOs, most importantly Kav La’Oved, 

Physicians for Human Rights Israel and Meron Estefanos of the International Commission on Eritrean 

Refugees, Sweden. HMW also works with several NGOs in neighbouring countries, to better serve the Sinai 

victims. 

 

Direct assistance  

HMW’s office and hotline and office were open for consultation—24 hours five days a week.  

The specific types of services provided included: 

Service provided Number of people receiving this service* 

Transfer to shelter 19 

Representation in Immigration Tribunal Court 9 

Legal representation in court 16 

General information, advice and humanitarian assistance 27 

Representation in matters concerning residency status 20 

Assistance in medical issues 6 

* Please note that often clients were provided with more than one form of assistance. 

 

HMW conducted in total 225 prison visits to provide consultation to detained migrants. Staff and volunteers 

searched for signs amongst the prisoners that would suggest incidents of trafficking.  

 

Legal Assistance: Court cases  

In the framework of this project HMW litigated 17 legal cases on behalf of trafficking victims, one of which 

was a public interest case. New petitions filed during the project period included: 

Petitions on behalf of trafficking victims brought to Israel on sailor’s permits:  

In 2011, HMW discovered a new trafficking scheme: Migrants from Sri Lanka, India and the Philippines were 

brought to Israel on special sailor’s permits, which are normally only bestowed upon sailors temporarily in 

Israel as the crew of international vessels. These migrants, however, were employed as fishermen and port 

labourers under extremely abusive conditions—sleep deprivation, non-payment of wages and insufficient 

supply of food.  

 

In June 2012, HMW was successful in securing witness visas for four victims brought to Israel on the 

scheme. The individuals are expected to support ongoing police investigations and testify in courts against 

the employer.
39

 They now reside at a shelter for trafficking victims and are represented by the Legal Aid 

Department of the Ministry of Justice.  

 

Healthcare 

HMW has noted that many of the African asylum seekers who enter Israel illegally via the Egyptian border 

are held under deplorable conditions in smuggler camps in the Sinai desert. The smugglers torture and 
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abuse the victims to extort ransom money from their relatives— there are reported incidents of victims being 

exploited as sex worked or forced labour. The women report being raped and as a result some become 

pregnant or contract STDs. Upon arrival in Israel, HMW advocates on behalf of female victims who are 

imprisoned in Israeli immigration detention facilities, specifically for those in need of gynaecological treatment 

at detention facilities (which is not offered at the facilities). 

 

Awareness Raising:  

Lectures and meetings with migrant communities  

During this reporting period HMW held 3 meetings with community leaders from the Nepali and Sri Lankan 

communities, as well as one meeting each with the Nepali, Sri Lankan and Filipino consul in order to 

exchange information and identify areas of cooperation. In addition, in cooperation with the Prime Minister’s 

Office, the HMW has drafted an information leaflet to inform about the rights of trafficking victims and where 

to get help. The leaflet will be published by the Prime Minister’s Office in Russian, Hebrew and English.  

 

Parliamentary and other meetings  

HMW staff participated in 8 parliamentary committee meetings of the Knesset subcommittee on trafficking.  

 

We also were members of a working group on prostitution amongst migrant women, which included several 

NGOs, the director of the shelter for victims of sex trafficking, and the government inter-ministerial 

coordinator for trafficking at the Ministry of Justice. 

 

The project manager, Ms. Emi Saar, attended the Conference An Agenda for Prevention of Human 

Trafficking: Non-Discrimination and Empowerment, which was facilitated by the Special Representative and 

Coordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings of the OSCE and the Alliance against Trafficking in 

Persons on October 10-11, 2012, in Vienna. 

 

Requests to the government 

Complaints filed by migrants: Labor Migrants who face difficult working conditions and are vulnerable to 

conditions of trafficking are entitled to turn to the Ministry of Trade and Industry with a complaint. However, it 

is entirely unclear how such complaints are examined and followed upon by the authorities. In order to 

understand how the complaint mechanism works and to press the Ministry to examine complaints more 

effectively, HMW lawyer Raya Meiler filed a request for freedom of information on this matter in November 

2012. A response has not yet been received.  

 

Shelter for trafficking victim: Recognized trafficking victims have the right to a place in a shelter, however, 

the existing shelters do not have enough capacity and consequently victims have to endure long waiting 

times. This is especially worrisome since many victims are detained in immigration detention and will only be 

freed if there is available space in a shelter. In December 2012, the HMW sent an urgent request to 
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Menachem Vakshal, Director of the Ministry of Welfare and Social Services, to open an additional shelter. A 

response has not yet been received.  

 

Research publications 

Tortured in Sinai, Jailed in Israel: Detention of Torture and Slavery Survivors under the Anti-Infiltration Law.
40

 

Published in Hebrew and English in November 2012 by HMW and Physicians for Human Rights Israel. 

Based on the administrative tribunal protocols of 30 refugees in Israeli immigration detention who endured 

torture, rape and extortion in Sinai smuggler camps, the report details the abuse in Sinai and the treatment of 

the victims in Israel and includes policy recommendations to the Israeli authorities. 

 

The Shelters in Israel for Survivors of Human Trafficking.
41

 Published in Hebrew and English in March 2013 

by Dr. Daphna Hacker and Dr. Orna Cohen for the HMW. Based on interviews with 46 trafficking survivors 

who spent time in Israeli shelters, the report examines the rehabilitation of trafficking victims in Israel and 

gives policy recommendations on how to improve the services for trafficking victims.  

3.4. Major obstacles encountered when implementing the project  

Limited access to immigration detention facilities: 

As the only Israeli organization with access to immigration detention facilities, it is critical that HMW 

volunteers and staff are granted access to immigration detention. However, when access is limited this 

negatively impacts trafficking victims detained in such facilities, as they risk remaining unidentified. HMW also 

report that when access is made possible, the process is time-consuming process and very much impedes 

their ability to identify victims. However, at the time of reporting HMW notes that there is an increase in the 

number of trafficking victims identified by judges.  

 

Lack of sufficient shelter space: 

The State funds two shelters for migrant trafficking victims, providing 35 places for women and 35 places for 

men. In addition, new apartments were opened to house additional victims in 2012. However, the available 

places are not sufficient to accommodate the large number of victims who have undergone torture in the 

Sinai. These victims are usually identified while in immigration detention. If there is no available space in the 

shelter they are unlikely to be released from detention. As a result of lack of shelter space, there are currently 

more than 30 women stuck in immigration detention. This means that our ability to release them from prison 

is severely limited and that a smaller percentage of victims receive rehabilitation measures in a shelter. In an 

effort to find a solution to this problem, HMW is in communication with Government authorities. 
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NORTH AMERICA 

 

10. Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking (United States of America)42
 

 

Title of the Project: Trafficking legal clinic 

Locations: Los Angeles, California, United States 

Objective: Provision of comprehensive legal services to empower victims of human trafficking, and provision 

of technical assistance and training to agencies serving survivors of human trafficking. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT  

The Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking (CAST) is a Los Angeles-based organization that focuses on 

providing comprehensive services to victims of human trafficking. Established in 1998, CAST began its legal 

services programme for human trafficking victims in 2004.This programme has now grown and includes legal 

services, access to shelter and social services. CAST is the only non-profit organization in Los Angeles 

dedicated exclusively to providing services for human trafficking victims. The core components of its work are 

the legal services it provides, including access to immigration relief, assistance in obtaining civil remedies, 

preparation for criminal trials and advocacy to protect the rights of victim witnesses. CAST has also developed 

a strong network of legal practitioners, including private practitioners, other non-profit organizations and 

Governments. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  

The United States Department of State estimates that 14,500-17,500 people are enslaved in the country 

annually. In the Los Angeles area, immigration officials estimate that over 10,000 people are victims of slavery. 

The United States Government has sought to provide legal protection for those individuals, but there are 

simply insufficient organizations with the legal expertise and resource capacity to provide services to all the 

victims.  

 

The Trust Fund is supporting CAST’s trafficking legal clinic, which provides direct legal services to victims of 

human trafficking in the Los Angeles area. The programme, which is currently ongoing, will allow CAST to 

continue its services, which include: (a) intake and identification of human. 

 

STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 12 Months 

b. Project Start Date 05 December 2011 

c. End Date  04 December 2012 
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2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 25,000 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 25,000 

3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. Activities carried out in the reporting period 

Funds from UNODC have been used to provide comprehensive legal services for survivors of human 

trafficking through: (i) supporting continuing legal representation for adult and child victims of human 

trafficking and their derivatives (ii) providing legal trainings and technical assistance to service providers and 

law enforcement agencies that are in the best position to assist survivors. 

 

Services have included advocacy and assistance in cooperating with law enforcement agencies in the 

criminal investigation of their abusers, immigration services including, but not limited to Continued Presence, 

T-visa, U-visa, VAWA, adjustment of status applications and, and advocacy to obtain certification as a 

trafficking victim to establish eligibility for refugee benefits. They have also included advocacy to receive 

access to subsidized housing, access to social services benefits and victim witness advocacy in the criminal 

court system. Moreover, HMW have placed multiple civil cases with pro bono counsel from large law firms. 

 

During the reporting period, CAST has served more than 193 clients and 150 family members in its legal 

program. CAST serves a diverse population, and have clients from all over the world including and not limited 

to: Mexico, Ethiopia, Thailand the Philippines, Nigeria and the United States. Approximately 56% of our 

clients re trafficked for the purpose of labour exploitation and 44% are trafficked for sex exploitation. Within 

this reporting period, CAST’s legal department served 99 clients and maintained an active case load of 

between 83 and 93 legal clients. The organization also represented 144 derivative clients. CAST conducted 

42 initial intakes with potential victims of human trafficking, and completed 15 comprehensive legal 

assessments with newly identified victims of human trafficking.  

 

In addition, CAST provided technical assistance to different legal and social services organizations assisting 

trafficking survivors in the Los Angeles are and across the United States. CAST’s Legal Program continued 

to host T-visa working conference call, provided comprehensive pro-bono legal training and trained attorneys 

who are all workers and attorneys from the Los Angeles County Public Defender Office. CAST also trained 

police officers with the Los Angeles International Airport Police Department. 

 

To meet the project objectives, CAST partnered with the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles (LAFLA) in 

launching a programme aimed at serving child victims of trafficking. CAST also worked closely with the Los 

Angeles County Public Defender Office, providing legal assessments and courtroom advocacy on behalf of 

child and adult victims, charged with offenses resulting from the situation of being trafficked. CAST is also 

currently collaborating with the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s office in creating and implementing a 
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diverse program of children victims of sex trafficking. 

 

3.4. Major obstacles encountered when implementing the project  

To date, CAST’s legal department has not experienced any major obstacles while implementing the project.  

 

 

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARRIBEAN 

 

11. Defence for Children International—Costa Rica43
 

 

Title of the Project: Improving integral services and specialized assistance to victims of trafficking in Central 

America 

Locations: Costa Rica, Guatemala and Honduras 

Objective: To increase integral services and specialized assistance to victims of trafficking, especially 

children and adolescents. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT RECIPIENT  

Defence for Children International (DNI) Costa Rica has been working to combat human trafficking in Costa 

Rica and Central America for over 17 years. At the national level, DNI Costa Rica’s work focuses on 

prevention and protection for trafficked victims and raising awareness about human trafficking; its work often 

focuses on rural areas and promotes community-based strategies for combating human trafficking.  

 

DNI Costa Rica also works at the regional level to combat trafficking. This work has involved training 

government officials in regional governments on how to prevent the crime of trafficking in persons and to 

detect and protect victims of human trafficking. DNI Costa Rica works closely with other DNI offices, as well as 

with many Governments and non-governmental and international organizations working in the region.  

 

Costa Rica is a source, transit and destination country for victims of human trafficking, primarily for sexual 

exploitation, including child sex tourism. Honduras has high rates of trafficking, also primarily for sexual 

exploitation. Guatemala has the highest trafficking rate of the three countries, with victims used for both sexual 

exploitation and forced labour, and often trafficked northwards to Mexico. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  

This project aims to combat the regional trafficking problem by training immigration police and consular 

officials to detect and provide special attention to trafficked victims. In addition, the project will work with other 

anti-trafficking stakeholders to promote comprehensive protection and assistance for victims. 
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STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Project Information 

a. Project Duration 36 Months 

b. Project Start Date 08 February 2012 

c. End Date  08 February 2015 

2. Financial Information (USD) 

a. Overall Budget (2011-2014) 75,000 

b. Trust Fund Contribution to date 45,000 

3. Assessment of implementation and monitoring of project activities 

3.1. Key Achievements 

This projects has focused on two main components: a) providing direct assistance to trafficking victims and 

other forms of violence in shelters located in Costa Rica, Honduras and Guatemala; and b) supporting the 

detection and the follow-up of trafficking cases within the region through provision of technical assistance to 

consular bodies of six countries in the region—Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Panamá, Dominican 

Republic, Nicaragua. 

 

During this reporting DNI Costa Rica sought to cement a more comprehensive coordination within the region. 

Firstly, the NGOs elaborated a regional assessment of the services currently provided to victims of human 

trafficking. DNI  identified the gaps and challenges in providing specialized and integral services to children 

victims of trafficking—to include and not limited to National and International Laws, provision of shelter, 

medical and psychological treatment and Regional and National Protocols on the repatriation of victims of 

trafficking. Within the framework of International Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Palermo 

Protocol, the process included bibliographical review, interviews with experts and consults and workshops 

with stakeholders. 

 

The process allowed the organization to gauge how individual countries supported victims of trafficking in 

persons, and to identify best practices that could be replicated in other countries. Principally, DNI concluded 

that it was critical to facilitate changes in the way assistance to children victim of trafficking was being 

provided. 

 

DNI has formally presented the results of the assessment to relevant stakeholders and institutions in the 

region. In addition, key NGOs with expertise in children rights issue(s) and sexual violence were invited to 

participate as counterparts of the project. The strategic partners include ECPAT (Guatemala) and Casa 

Alianza (Honduras). In addition, DNI is in the process of negotiating to become part of the Regional 
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Secretariat of the Central America Regional Coalition.  

 

During the first year of the project DNI has analyzed the objective, goals and impact of the project, and has 

concluded that it is necessary promote changes in the approach that assistance to children victim of 

trafficking are provided. 

 

The NGO has also provided direct assistance to 48 child and adolescent victims of human trafficking, and in 

the process validated four shelters in Costa Rica, Honduras and Guatemala.  

 

In total the number of vulnerable people assisted by DNI: 

a) 59 consular and diplomatic staff. 

b) 48 adolescents at shelters participating in the process of the model of attention. 

c) 5 Staff of the shelters trained to implement the Model of attention in the countries. 

d) Experts in the countries given feedback and evaluation to the Model and Standards. 

e) 5 victims of trafficking detected by consular bodies and giving them primary attention. 

l) 22 staff of shelters participating in the implementation of the minimum standards for the attention to child 

and adolescents victims of trafficking. 

m) 58 adolescent victims participating in the implementation of the minimum standards for the attention to 

child and adolescents victims of trafficking. 

n) 28 Child victims participating in the “histories of life”. 

 

DNI  works with various anti-trafficking counterparts active in the region including ECPAT Guatemala, Casa 

Alianza – Honduras, the National Coalition on trafficking and sexual exploitation – Honduras,  the Technical 

Secretariat of trafficking – Guatemala, Ministries of Foreign Affairs of Central America and Dominican 

Republic and Consulates of the States of Central America and Dominican Republic in Costa Rica, Guatemala 

and Honduras.  

3.4. Major obstacles encountered when implementing the project  

This year, there have been changes of the people responsible for the trafficking issue in governmental 

institutions; this aspect has led to begin the process of awareness and presentation of the project, causing 

delays in the negotiation times. In addition to this the organization has faced challenges of working with 

multiple stakeholders. 

 

Limited resources have meant that DNI Costa Rica and counterparts have had to support the project and its 

activities from additional resources.  

 

DNI is also facing problems with the shelters, for example in Costa Rica the national institution have 

evaluated and reorganized the technical framework of all shelters coordinated by the National Institution of 

Children and Adolescents.  
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IV. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF THE TRUST FUND 

 

The Global Plan of Action established that contributions to the Fund could be accepted from Governments, 

intergovernmental or non-governmental organizations, private-sector organizations and the public at large.  

In its first year of operation, the Trust Fund received nearly US$ 1 million in pledges. However, not all pledges 

have translated into contributions. For the biennium 2010-2011 the Fund received US$463,408 in voluntary 

contributions. 

For the period 1 January to 31 December 2012, US$ 343,525 have been contributed to the Fund.  

 

Table 2. Contributions to the Trust Fund for the period 1 January to 31 December 2012 (United 

States dollars)  

 

Donors Amount (USD) 

Australia 195,281 

Bangladesh 2,000 

France 33,201 

Ecuador  5,000 

Luxembourg 37,267 

Russian Federation 30,000 

Taher Helmy Donation 10,056 

Nussir A. Al- Nassar (PGA & wife) 10,000 

Blue Blindfold Ltd 6,301 

Jean Baderschneider (Exxcon Mobil) 5,000 

Beulah London 3,226 

Misc. Public Donations  6,193 

TOTAL  343,525 

 
 
As at 31 December 2012, the Trust Fund had allocated US$ 324,938 to support activities of the NGOs that had 

been selected in the first grant-making cycle of the Small Grants Facility. Additional expenses that were in line 

with the terms of reference of the Trust Fund and amounted to US$ 20,239 were charged to the Fund. 

Programme support costs for the implementation of projects amounting to the sum of US$ 44,815 as the 13 

per cent of annual expenditures, was also recorded as expenditure.  

 

The 2012 total expenditure of US$389,992 exceeded the income received for that year. The difference was 

covered through reserves and fund balances carried over from the previous year. Please see the annexed 

Certified financial statement for the twelve-month period ending 31 December 2012 for more details. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 
In 2012, through the grants provided to 11 NGOs selected by the Small Grants Facility of the UN Trust Fund 

for Victims of Trafficking in Persons, victims were supported and provided with those services which Article 6 

of the ‘Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons’, describes as necessary requirements 

for victims to restore their personal integrity and well-being. Victim support may also include capacity building 

for agencies which themselves support trafficking victims. 

 

The reports submitted by the NGOs for implementation of projects within this reporting period, indicate that 

project activities are largely on track. The grants have had a profound impact supporting and strengthening 

grassroots organizations around the world that serve vulnerable or exploited individuals. The 11 recipient 

organizations to the Trust Fund continue to provide victims and survivors of trafficking in persons with critical 

assistance, such as; 

 

� Legal support and advice on victims’ rights, 

� Appropriate treatment for physical and mental abuse, 

� A safe place where victims can recover, 

� Vocational, life skills or literacy training for adults, 

� Schooling and training in life skills for children, and 

� Compassionate support in a caring environment. 

 
The road to recovery for many victims/survivors of trafficking in persons is arduous and full of obstacles, and 

the NGOs which are located in the local communities—where the ramifications of this crime takes the most toll 

are therefore best suited to provide direct assistance. In such, the grantees are representative of the global 

effort to provide direct assistance to victims of trafficking in persons.  
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Annex Certified financial statement for the twelve-month period ending 31 December 2012 
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